ඳ೩ϣ Bodhi Field

Сល́ೋ ǔ ָ֓֕͆སᓠᓠ
Great Compassion — Lily Yeh, Barefoot Angel
སᓠᓠᓽ!0!ᛋ!3119я:͠7͞༰ҡ́ݰ໑
SPOKEN IN ENGLISH AND CHINESE BY DR. LILY YEH ON SEPTEMBER 6, 2008
IN THE BUDDHA HALL AT THE CITY OF 10,000 BUDDHAS

;! 2:71яଁάៈ࡙ጮᘸఘचསᓠᓠ̂
˿āйяּ߾છ࡙ٹΓݰలϓ༸Ă߶ܦཡޡ
вઠā˛ҋᎉш྾ඇছӂ̜вāౄ࿄рᘸఘឯ
֣ϟ߾຺ۣٹعᆷࣆ˟āࢥັ፻၅ϟ
Ԓă
హқͼᘸఘԻృలቍཡޡвઠϟ߾ᘸఘ
चāΜяĝ3119Ğ˜͠ᑔᔚּ݇༰ҡཏݰāѓ
໑Ϡྊᄱͮ͝ѐāЧ́च̫рсҢΆ႔߱
ݠĂӯĂϙཊண˪вઠāᖻ̻ࠍΆ႔˟͚
ᘸఘইाۣઠĆͼ̓гውץୈໜඖᎉш
྾āсҢ૱ᅲছӂድϟۯā˗༰˟Իࠍޘ
шྍఃᚐሉࡓنဩāឯ˷ۯᄂϟోۯਔᒓ
૿шᇏăСॠלӃ༉вҀѹؕྊ͞૰ϟ߾ૃ
ύᅭՏāેࣆ̌ҮԪਔă
హְག፡࿄ୈ́୬ᎉш྾ϓāས
ᓠᓠຎץćĵ́ೋ̜˛ޡਔ́ຍĶĆԿב
ល຺וā́୬̘Ω൳ϟгᎉш྾ā˴̘Ω൳ϟ
гൗ͈˟֖ˮā҂ߎॱ໙̙̜͔˟ٹăઃсԦࣆ
ఱ୫ቍāವ຺Ωຏࢊ˟ݠێā֣ವ຺قѨۊ
ጻā۠וএໜ၅͝ࠍͣă
སᓠᓠຎ༰ҡཏݰାև͝Чϑߎ́चᅭ
ࢊā̘็яᅄ˟ᅭࢊāፊ຺ۣ࣍˛ҋАోᅭ
ࢊăύΎསᓠᓠహಝφછ˟͔ႉᓽ̯ञāࢥ
ᕆፊсˬāͼᜫۯĆ
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Editorial Note: Artist, Lily Yeh, came from Taiwan to study in the
U.S. in 1960s. She helped people in a North Philadelphia slum,
in poor African communities, even in Rwanda. She inspired those
living at the bottom of society in various corners of the world to
rekindle their hope for life.
This lifelong artist who has transformed poor communities
through art came to the City of Ten Thousand Buddhas in October
2008. Showing a slideshow in Buddha Hall, she shared her experiences
of transforming communities troubled by drugs, pollution and crime
into communities full of artistic creativity. She also led Rwanda
genocide survivors to transform a mass grave site into a serene and
adorned national memorial graveyard so that souls of their deceased
family members could rest in peace and the pain of the survivors
can be released. Lily Yeh pointed out that after the people of those
communities got involved in grassroots art, with mural painting
and mosaic tiles, their hope for life came back gradually. In the poor
communities of Rwanda, Lily Yeh had to start by helping people meet
their basic needs and learn vocational skills.
Seeing the aftermath of genocide in Rwanda, Lily Yeh felt that
great compassion comes from witnessing great sufferings. Lily also
said, “Genocide is not only outside in the Holocaust or in Rwanda;
it exists now in all our hearts. If we are full of desire and unceasingly
crave for other people’s belongings, then we will compete for these
resources and further want to eliminate others so that we can take the
resources and energy for our own.”
Lily Yeh stressed that the educational programs at the City of Ten
Thousand Buddhas meet the needs not only of young people but of
society and the world. Her touching speech follows:
When you go to Rwanda, you must be in touch with what
happened in 1994. It was a holocaust; it was a genocide. In this
church, ten thousand people were massacred by machetes. The
skulls were crushed and cracked open with a great deal of cruelty
and piles of bones left. However, most were killed by machetes
and farm tools. The person who instigated this incident was the
father, the leader of the church. This mother came to me in the
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࿇࣍س2::5ڣऱᗝڜሒՕളවਢॺൄࢢױ
ऱΖڇԫଡඒഘ㠪ڶԫᆄԳ٤ຝളවΔളවऱ
ֱऄॺൄྲྀݴΔڶऱᙰᨥؚᅷΔۖᨃԳᤚԳ
ࢤৰ႕ᄆΔחԳ༃֨ऱਢΔളවิ៣ऱԳਢຍଡ
ඒഘऱ壀׀ΜᅝࠩݺሒຍଡޘऱழଢΔڶԫଡ
ააৰထ৺ၒመࠐᎅΚψ܃౨ജᚥނݺຍଡᅃ
ׂᄅႯΛݺऱຟවԱΔຍਢהଚഄԫऱ
ᙊढΖω
ڇݺၞ۩᛭႞ՠ࿓ऱழଢΔ߷ࠄԳᎅΚψݦ
ඨ౨ജݺଚທԫଡᏻችΖω)ڂ٣ୖᆻՋ
ृऱֱچΔದࠐቝ೯ढऱᏻΔ৻Ꮦ౨ജނᘣფ
ऱԳᆻڇຍ㠪ࡋΛ*ࠀᎅΚψԫࡳਉچΔ
ނᙊ៲ࠩچ㠪૿Ζωᅝழᤚ֜ࢢױԱΔݺ
ਢԫଡ՛ՖԳΔᆄԫᙰנԱࠃΔݺᖜৱլ
ದΖױਢଶ߷ړழଢڶԫଡխഏຬᖯֆΔ߷ࠄ
խഏऱՠ࿓ஃΔהଚৰტ೯ᣋრࠐᚥݺܗΖ
ࢬݺאଚ༉ൕ৬ֽࣽᛥၲࡨΔຍጟᛥڶ
܅ڶΔტᤚৰڶଃᑗऱᣉ৳Δ៶ڼ౨ኬኬڜᐣԳ
ऱ֨Ζֽࣽᛥߪءਢ֞ڶᎼࢤऱΔۖڂᏻփᄎ᧢
ᑪᄳΔՋृऱᙰՈᄎ᧢ຌΔ࣍ਢݺუࠩאױ
ലᛥ૿٤ຝشᗤದࠐΔ࣍ਢ༉ඒ߷ࠄԳڕ۶
ᗤᨣ༊ΖױਢᅝچބᗤॺൄܺچᣄΔݺ
ଚक़ԱৰՕऱՠ֛ΔթࠩބԫࠄధᅷऱᗤΖᅝ
ՠ܂ழΔݺଚشუቝԺԫದ໌ທΔ៶ނڼભΕ
ൈΕݦඨຟࠩຍଡष㠪Ζ࣋ޢԫଡᨣ༊ׂΔ
༉ቝԫଡ՛՛ऱᡷܫΖஞದԫଡᨣ༊ׂΕ֫شᐿ
Εࡳរ༉ۯΕՂࣽΕؓݫΕ堚ੑΔՕ୮٥ݙٵ
ޢګԫଡޡᨏΔຍਢԫଡॺൄړऱ᛭႞ֱऄΖࠌ
شຍጟᨣ༊ՠऄΔኙຍጟధᅷ࠹႞ऱቸ᧯ਢ່৾
ᅝऱΔڂޢଡԳຟਢధᅷլ٤ऱΖ
ࢬڇאᖞଡऱመ࿓խΔਢᖞଡषՕ୮ԫದ
٥܂໌ٵΖהଚڇᛥ૿ჁՂԱۥΔڇۥᗝڜ
ሒז।ထ༟႞ΖೈԱۥհ؆ՈჁՂഏऱ៴ۥ
ࡉ႓ۥΔᅝԳଚࠩԱભΔ༉ᄎტࠩݦڶඨΔڂ
ڼຍଡችᅾਢᗝڜሒഏᑝችᅾΖችᅾՂᐊሐΚψ
ݺଚةլᄎݱಖ܃ଚਢ৻ᏖڽऱΔ܃ଚڽऱቝ
ႂԫᑌΖω
ڣޢऱִԮֲ٤ഏ࣋ΔՕ୮ፋڇԫದ
ધ࢚ളවऱԳଚΚةಖ2::5ڣऱ٤ഏՕള
වΔ່אऱტൣࡉᄃრᒱᡖՋृΖڣװ༉ڇՕ
༟࿀ழཚΔ֚ࠟհছऱִնֲΔݺଚᜰ۩Աԫ
ଡધ࢚ᏚڤΖނຍଡችᅾᅝچऱਙࢌΔូה

survivors’ village with great urgency. You can look into her eyes
and feel the pain and the urgency. “Can you redevelop this photo
for me? This is the only thing I have left of my two sons, both of
whom were massacred.”
When I started the therapy project, those people said, “We
hope you can build a grave for us.” (The original place where the
victims of the massacre were buried looked like an animal grave.
How can people bury their loved ones here?) They said, “You
must dig a hole and bury the bones back in there.” I thought it
was a scary task. I am only a woman. What if something happened
to the bones? I can’t really take responsibility for that. The first
time I saw this, I couldn’t believe this was the mass grave. My
heart sank. I said, “People will never heal to have their beloved
ones buried like this, with no mark, no flowers, no beauty, no
nothing.” The China Bridge Road Construction Company was
there. They were touched by the story and were very willing to
help me out.
So we dug into the ground and started building the undulating
wall that feels like mountains, like waves that soothe the deeply
wounded hearts. Because cement was porous, the water came in,
the bones began to get soft and that again was totally frightening
me. Finally with great effort, I found tiles and taught ten people
to make tiles. I realized how appropriate mosaic was in broken
places. Because we are all alike, we are incomplete, we are hurt
and we are broken, through working together and through our
imagination, we recreate hope and joy for the future. When
you work with mosaic tiles, you have to place them one by one.
Every time you place a tile, it’s like a little prayer. Then the whole
community came to put the grout, massage it and wash it. I call
it a co-creative process. It is a great therapy.
The entire community is created by everyone in the whole
process. Not only that, they disowned us in the process. They
painted the walls the color purple, which represents mourning.
They also painted blue, yellow, green, which are the colors of
Rwanda’s flag. These colors represent national mourning and
national pain. When people see this beautiful place, they will feel
hope. This is the national memorial for Rwanda. All mass grave
coffins are covered in purple, to remind them of the desperation
of the massacre. The inscription says, “We will never forget the
1994 genocide. You died like heroes.”
The day of national mourning is April 7th. It is a holiday
when all people come together and remember the victims of the
massacre. They always remember the massacre in 1994. They pay
respect and honor them with deep love and mourning. In 2007,
we completed the memorial; we wanted to dedicate it to the
government and the local people for safekeeping. Therefore, two
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ଚװঅጥΖڶଡԳ༼ڍڗټΔݳڔᣋᖞ֚ຟ
ڇຍችᅾலښᥨΖڂڔऱ୮ගԫۍքԼԮଡ
ԳխΔڶଡԳژՀࠐΖڔᎅΚψڇຍଡ
ችჂலΔ༉ᤚݺᝫਢᇿ୮ԳڇԫದΖω
ޢڇԫଡՠ࿓հছΔຟᤚຍଡՠ࿓
ֺݺ౨Ժ֗უቝຟՕڍΙၲࡨழຟլཊΔ
ױਢԾᤚ࣠ڕլऱᇩΔ༉լ౨ജᤉᥛᝬٻ
ࡎسݺऱሁ࿓Ιۖࠐڻޢᚥݺᇞऱຟਢ
ଚΖಖᅝࣂॣݺᗝڜሒழΔࠀլᑵ൜הଚऱ
ߢΔڕ۶ፖהଚڇৰழၴփઌຑՂΛ৻
ᏖᑌࠐݦඨᖿᚐהଚΛԾਢଚࠐݺᇞ
Ζଚנࠐᦟ०Δ࣍ਢݺ༉ڶࢬނඔ࿇
ݺऱࣟ۫ຟהଚΖ߷ழଢڶԫ۔ۯஃΔ
הᎅΚψݺԫࡳףऱՠ܂Ζωݺ༉ᎅΚ
ψړΜ܃ထଚΔᨃהଚ໌ທΖω
߷ழଢڇଚᢄΔᠱࠀۥլᏘ٤Δ
ڶᣂএΔݺਢނᠱۥរԫរΔ߷ࠄቹூݙ
٤ਢଚࠐנऱΖהଚᛜ塄լߜΔׄڶ
؊ΙࢬڶאԫଡԫᙰᑛऱׄΔუᚲ
נৰڍऱׄ؊Δࢬݺא༉ׄނऱ؊ࢪ
ՕΔԮଡՕ؊ࢪΔ༉ਢݦඨലࠐאױৰׄڍ
؊ࠐΖڇऱመ࿓խΔଚၲࡨյઌٌᓫ
ԱΙຘመᠱۥΔᤚࡎسၲࡨኬኬऱڃ༚ԱΖ
ڇऱመ࿓խΔהଚዬዬچᤚΔהଚऱ֨Ε
הଚऱݦඨΔԾ٦৫הࠩڃଚऱߪ᧯㠪૿ԱΖ
ዬዬݮྤچխቝਢ໌ທԱԫଡᄅषΔ
ᅝהଚࠩ۞աऱᛩቼ᠏֏৵Δၲࡨტࠩݦڶ
ඨΖઌኙऱΔܑڇऱֱ૿Ոאױ᠏֏Δۖຍଡ
᠏֏ऱመ࿓Δլਢ؆ࠐऱΔۖਢൕהଚ۞աΔ
່ഗءऱΕ౻ۿऱԫጟტᤚΔኙᢌऱԫጟ
ტᤚΔՈਢהଚऱભტΖהڼڂଚ۞աᤚڶ
Ա༇ᣤΔڶԱݦඨΔڶ౨Ժሒࠩהଚࢬऱ
᠏֏ΖהଚຟᦟߩΔࢬאലڼጠհψߩ
ԳΔݦඨհᖫΖω
ݺऱՠ܂ਢᨃᢌګԫଡނ־ΔរᗏԱ
ޢଡԳ֨㠪ऱ־Εޢଡฒسऱ۵ࢤΖݺਢԫଡ
ႚ־ऱԳΖױਢ৻Ꮦᑌᨃຍଡ־ጟᤉᥛႚՀװ
ࡋΛ༉ਢಝᒭהଚΔהଚॾ֨Δᨃהଚش
໌ທԺᤉᥛᨃ־٠ॽࣔޓΖ܃Μהଚڇᤉ
ᥛהଚऱኄუΙ߫ڶΕᐰ߫ڮΕᆣᆖࡉڃ
ඒڝೃΖ٥ٵڍנጟࡲඒࡉᘫઌऱભᣝ
܂ΔਢԫଡભᣝऱૠΖհ৵ݺଚڶଡዚഀፘ
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days before the massacre memorial, we had a joyful celebration. A
woman named Dorothy spent most of the time in the memorial.
She had 167 people in her family; only four survived. She said, “At
this memorial, I feel I am still with my family.”
Every time I take on a project, I feel very frightened and
intimidated because the project is always bigger than I could have
ever imagined. But if I don’t do it, I feel that I cannot continue to
walk on the path of my life. It is always the children who come to
help me in the beginning. When I went there, I was not familiar
with their languages nor did I share their experiences. How could I
connect with them in a very short time? How could I bring hope and
motivate them? Again, the children came and helped me out of the
predicament. They welcomed us. So, I brought things that inspired
me, to show them. There was an art teacher there. He said, “I will
volunteer in your work.” I said, “O.K. You take the children and let
them create things and make beautiful little drawings.”
The process of painting is very easy. I used only a little bit of
color. All these pictures are painted by the children. This little cow
is so lovely and is painted by a little child. The children’s growth
is stunted because of malnutrition and they have all kinds of skin
diseases, ringworms and so forth. I felt that maybe we could paint
our dreams and then we could make our dreams come true. They
told us, the European cow produced most milk. So, I painted one
with a giant udder with seven tits so that in the future a lot of milk
would come to this village. We did not have all the colors, but it
was all right. Anybody who wanted to paint could paint: There are
no failures, no mistakes. Immediately, there is the sense of joy and
togetherness. They told us, when we worked together, when we
began to share our experiences; when we saw color and we began
to transform, we again gained our human hearts and we gained the
strength to move forward
In the whole process, we created a new community invisibly.
After they see their external environment has changed, they start to
feel hope. There are also other transformations from other places.
And this transformation is not imposed from outside nor is it
from the West, but instead from themselves. It is like the roots of
the grass. It is child-like feelings, feelings toward art and beauty.
Therefore, they feel dignified with hope. They now have the ability
to reach the transformation they want. They love footballs, I mean,
soccer. They call it “Footballers, Tree of Life.”
My job is to go through art and simple action to light the
innate light in all of us, the Buddha nature in all of us. I am a
person who passes on this light. How do you continue this light?
You train them, give them the skills so that this light can be
sustained and made it even brighter by their own creativity. Look
at the beautiful drawings they did: cars, motorcycles, a Bible and a
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ᝢᏚࠐڤᐜఴݺଚऱભᣝࡉࡎسΖ
ᆖመՕളවא৵ऱᗝڜሒΔየؾᒈฌΔ
৻Ꮦᑌթ౨ജঅהژଚऱ֮֏Λ࣍ਢݺଚ༉
໌ທԫଡऱ໑ढ塢ΙᨃޢଡԳຟ౨ᚥڦঅژ
ႚอᢌፖזᗝڜሒᢌΖຍଡ壀࡛Ε
ભᣝऱࣟ۫Δᨃݺଚტᤚࠩ壄壀ՂऱငᔞΖݺ
װڻޢऱழଢΔຟᤚ୶ᥦਢԫଡॺൄړऱՠ
ࠠΔאױ।ሒტ࠹Δאױޓᨃהଚ࠹ࠩඔ࿇Δ
៶طࠩࠡהԳऱՠ܂Δאױᜤუࠩ۞աऱല
ࠐΖᨃהଚլ٠ਢܑԳऱભΔאױޓࠩ۞
աऱભΖ
ނݺᅃׂڃᗝڜሒהଚΔᝫڶۍ
ભഏᐊהଚऱॾΔᨃהଚवሐהଚլ
ਢࡰऱѧѧឈྥڇৰऱֱچΔսྥڶԳΔ
ߠڶመהଚऱԳΔᣂფထהଚΙהଚਢ࠹ᣂ
ᡖऱΖᨃהଚტࠩהԳऱფ֨ΔהଚՈࠩԱ
ᨠ୶ᥦऱᨠฒኙהଚऱ܂ࢬტࠩऱ᧫࡛Ζ
ࢬאΔݺנଚऱኄუΔኄუ᜔ڶԫ֚ᄎ
ګటΖڇΔהଚᤚݦڶࡎسඨԱΖ
ݺᤚڼڇऱ᛭႞ՠ࿓Δৰቝխഏऱອ
ၺΔᏁװڽऱԳۖΔՈᏁထऱԳ
ΔٵڕອၺઌຑΖլ܀֨ᡖՋृΔٵழՈ
ᣂᡖृسΔຍ㠪ڶޘڍ๗Ε՛ΔኒഡΔ
ຍࠄထऱຟਢ່ᒡܺΕ່ڶᙄऄسऱ
ԳΔਙࢌהଚ৬ᆜԱৰ១ऱࢪΖ㠪૿չ
ᏖຟڶΔڶ༕ࢬΔֽڶΔڶሽΙהଚ
ڶՠ܂ΔڶᙒΖፖהଚ൷ᤛழΔאױऴᤚ
הଚփ֨ਢధᅷऱΖԫଡޘ㠪Δԫڍۍ୮٥
شԫଡֽᚊᙰΔڶழଢֽᚊᙰᡏԱΔᝫߨࠟ
Կߺሁֽ࠷װΔسॺൄᜱᣄΖ
ֽ༉ਢࡎسΜڕ۶ᚥהଚࠩࡎسΛᅝچ
ࠟڶଡॸࡱΔڶԳუֱऄگװႃॸֽΖࢬא
ݺຍڶװڻԫࠄᆖ၄ᇖܗΔۖᆠՠՈඒᖄה
ଚᇘᆜॸֽگႃᕴΔהڇଚֽشױੑᕓΕڶ
ֽ໘Ε್ޱֽڶදΔאױ塄ړګऱᓡس
ክΖ່ړऱ༉ਢΔຍԫ֊ຟਢޘ㠪ऱԳ۞ա
৬ऱΖٵழڶԫۯՠ࿓ஃࠐඒߛהଚΔᨃהଚ
ᖤᇞψڶऱֽ༉ڶൈωΖ
!!ଣعފ

mosque. They draw a lot of beautiful things of how religions work
together harmoniously. This is a beautiful design. Later, we had a
singing and dancing ceremony to celebrate the beauty of our life.
After the genocide in Rwanda, the nation is full of pain and
suffering. How do we preserve their culture? We created a living
museum and let everyone help preserve the traditions, legacy skills
and contemporary Rwanda folk art. Looking at these mysterious
and beautiful things refreshes our spirit and keeps us rooted in the
earth. Every time I go, I feel exhibition is so important to inspire,
stimulate, set an example and dream the future. Therefore, they see
beauty not only in others but also within themselves.
So I brought their pictures back to them. In addition, there
are 400 children from this country writing personal letters to
the Rwandan children to tell them that they are not all alone.
Although these people are very far from them, they know they are
being loved and being cared about by people who have never seen
them. We let them feel loved and cared about. People are intrigued
and amazed when they see the exhibition. If we paint our dreams,
sometimes our dreams will come true. Now they feel there is hope
in their life.
I feel the therapy project I did in Rwanda is very much like
the Chinese concept of Yin and Yang because it is done partly for
the living and partly for the deceased. It is just like Yin and Yang
and connected. Not only should we pay attention to the deceased,
but also to the ones who are still alive. There are many villages,
children and widows who are most destitute and have no way to
make a living. The government built them very simple houses with
no facilities at all: no toilet, no electricity; they have no jobs and are
penniless. When I met them, I felt that their hearts were broken. In
one village, only one faucet is available for one hundred families.
If this faucet is broken, they have to walk two or three miles to get
water. It is an extremely very difficult life.
Water is our life. How do we help them get this life source?
They have two rainy seasons but no one thought about gathering
rainwater. So, this time when I went, I got a grant to help them.
We have a volunteer who taught them how to install rainwater
collectors. Now, they have clean drinking water and water to wash
their hair and flush toilets. They can have good hygiene. The best
thing is that the villagers built all these themselves. We only had
one engineer teaching them. We helped them understand: with
safe clean water, there is health. This is the teaching to villagers.
!!Continued on the back cover
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ఃᚐ࡙ᚉဩāοᇫϟᔗ๊ۯ൬͔ă
Beautiful memorial soothes the pains in survivors’ hearts.
ˮଣ4:ࢰ
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ݺუᎅऱਢΔݺᤚڇᆄ۵ৄΔՕ୮່Աᇞຍጟ
܂Δᅝݺଚၞ۩ൈՠ࿓Δլਢ۞աΔਢԱᚥ
ܑܗԳۖࠐᅝᆠՠΔਢլ۞ߏΕլ۞ܓऱΔۖຍଡ༉
ቝ࡙ڇඡऱழଢނ־ނរထΔאױᅃॽԫ֊Ζڶڍ
ॹڣԳΔݦඨהڇଚࡎسխ౨ࠩބრᆠΔࢬڣޢאຟ
ڶԫᆢԳছࠐᗝڜሒᆠՠΖ່ၲࡨऱழଢΔڶᇸ
ץཎױԫଡԳΔ༉ਢխ֨ຂԳΔ܀ਢڶڇڍ
۞ڍᣋृΔᝫࠐԱৰڍໃؗՕᖂ᠔ᖂೃᖂسΖ࣍ਢ
ڶԱٺጟऱ೯Δࠐ᠏֏ՋृፖृسऱֱچΔاޘၲ
ࡨᖞٽԱΔኒഡଚՈิ៣ದࠐΖהଚڇאױԫದቃߠ
ࠐآΔٵழՈലᏁݺ္ܫޣଚΚהଚؘႊگڶԵΕՠ
܂Εඒߛᝫڶ᠔᛭ਜΖ
ڶԫۯᆠՠუسנขᆷक़ईऱრΔ༉ࡉਙ
ࢌ܂ٽΔࢬאڇڇຍଡޘॵ२ΔࠩຟጟԱֲٻ
ᆷΔאᖲᕴࠐֲٻᆷ)ذ*ऱईհ৵נഇΖ່ה
२Ծࠩگԫᆖ၄ΔࠐץᇘຍࠄנഇऱईΔ່৵Δ
ਙࢌਐࡳຍᖞଡᆷक़ईسขറΖڼ؆Δᅝچ
ڶݙڍ٤سڶ؏ݾऱࡰՖΔ࣍ਢݺଚඒڔଚᖂ
ᜓનΔڔڇଚຟਢᜓન֫Δᜓאױ፹۪ࣚΕ
ΕΕץؼΖ߷ࠄࡰՖאױڇᔾᜓ፹ࠫࣚፂ
سԱΖݺڇଚൕࠃڕ۶֧اޘၞ֜ၺ౨ፖሽ
ԺΖ
ڕ۶໌ທԫଡױᥛ࿇୶ऱषΛؘႊਢ৬࣍م
ფΕփ֨Ε٠ࣔࡉს༟ΖᅝԳଚڃᚨݺଚփ֨ऱࡅ
ழΔڶԫ១ֱऄאױሎشΙڂݺଚڇسຍଡ
ՂΔਢڶԫࡳऱפ౨ࡉطΔ߷༉ਢࣚ೭הԳΖࢬא
൞ଚݺຍଡᖲᄎࠐ։ࠆ࠲ݺპऱՠ܂ΖΜ

What I want to say is that people at the City of Ten thousand
Buddhas understand this the best. When you have a healthy project
that serves the interests of others and not yourself, it’s like the flame
lighting up in the darkness. There are many people and youth hoping
to find meaning in their life. So every year, a group of people will
come as volunteers. At the beginning, there was one person visiting
Rwanda, John Bosco, the host in the center, and now there are all
these volunteers who have come, including medical students from the
Jefferson University, to do these projects. Therefore, we have all these
activities to transform the living and the deceased. So, the villagers have
begun to organize. There is an association of widowers that envisions
coming together to plan for their future. They tell us what they need.
They need to earn money, make a living, have education and develop
a medical clinic.
One of the volunteers figured out a plan for sunflower seed oil
production. Now we work with the government. All over the hills you
see the beautiful sunflowers growing. They use machines to press the
sunflower seeds to get sunflower oil. He just got a grant to package and
brand the oil. Finally, the government is allotting the whole district to
develop sunflower oil production. Besides this, there are many solitary
women who do not have any skills to make a living. So, we taught them
sewing. They are fine tailors who sew blouses, shirts, dresses and purses.
These women can now make a living by sewing uniforms. Now we are
working on how to bring solar energy and electricity into the village.
How do you create a sustainable community? It must be rooted in
love, hearts, light and compassion. There is a methodology that can be
easily applied by anyone who responds to the call of his/her personal
light. We were born on this earth for a specific reason and a function—
to serve others. Thank you so much for the opportunity to share this
humble work. Thank you.
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After improvement,
villagers finally
have clean drinking
water.

Children painted an
enormous milk cow
to fulfill the cravings
they have for milk.

